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We are so thankful for you!

P

raise the Lord! Pastor Deborah and I are so thankful that you have made the
decision to partner with Keith Butler Ministries (KBM). In 2021, we watched
God move as we continued to work in the nations. While a lot of ministry
was online, thousands of people were able to hear and share God’s Word. As you
read the pages of this report, you will be blessed and moved with compassion
when you see how God performed His Word in the lives of those we were blessed
to minister to here and around the world.
Because of your support, we were able to touch those in need of comfort, love, and
peace in 2021. Thank you for volunteering, for giving, and for praying with us for
our church family. A seed sown will meet any need; we stand with you in agreement for your return. God will bless you abundantly for the time and effort you
have demonstrated. We will stay the course in the mission God has given to us;
let’s do it together so we can hear Him say, “Well done, thou good and faithful servant!”
Remember, we love you, and to fight the good fight of faith!
Bishop Keith A. Butler
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Jesus Said “Go”

Amina Cameron, KBM Executive Director

A

nd He said to them,
“Go into all the world
and preach the gospel to
every creature. He who believes
and is baptized will be saved;
but he who does not believe will
be condemned” (Mark 16:15-16,
NKJV).
From verse 16 in Mark, we see
that there will be people who
believe in Jesus and be saved and
then there will be others who
don’t believe in Jesus and are
condemned. As much as we want
everyone to believe and be saved,
it is not in our control. Mankind
has free will to choose what to
believe. However, what is in our
control is that we do what we are
commanded to do in verse 15,
“Go into all the world and preach
the gospel to every creature.” If we
never do verse 15, we won’t give
people the opportunity to believe
and be saved.

In 2022, our primary goal is
simply to continue to GO, as
Jesus instructed us to do. Jesus
gave us an assignment and it is
not complete. There is more to
be done. So, we will continue
going into the nations where the
Lord has already sent us, which
are Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria,
Canada, Denmark, France,
Germany, Greece, Kenya, Japan,
Poland, South Africa, Switzerland, Ukraine, and the United
Kingdom.
We will go into additional nations, including Ireland, as we
are led throughout the year.
But Jesus didn’t only say to go.
He has instructed us to preach
the Gospel (Mark 16:15), to
make disciples (Matt. 28:19),
and to teach (Matt. 28:20). We
are doing this through planting
churches, starting Pistis Schools
of Ministry in new locations,
holding Bible Studies both
on-location and online, sending
missionaries, and publishing
books and content in various
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languages (Bulgarian, English,
Farsi, French, German, Greek,
Hungarian, Polish, Portuguese,
Spanish, and Russian). We are
doing what Jesus told us to
do through television, radio,
and the internet. We are obeying the directive from Jesus
through every technological
and physical means possible.
As Bishop Butler recently
shared, “The seed that you
have been planting into KBM is
[allowing us to do] what Jesus
told us to do.” The partners and
friends who are sowing their
time, prayers, and finances
into Keith Butler Ministries
are making it possible for us
to continue the work the Lord
has commanded. Thank you
and we look forward to going,
preaching, and teaching more
throughout the world in 2022
and beyond!

God is on the Move!
Pastor George Rigos, KBM European Director

P

raise God for His faithfulness. We’ve had
another successful year
despite all the difficulties experienced due to the COVID-19
pandemic. Here in Greece, we
started 2021 with a lockdown
and restrictions that were not
lifted until June. We had to remain online with streaming services every week. Despite this,
we finished our Pistis School of
Ministry year and graduated
our fifth class since launching
the school in 2015. Our graduates represented six different
nations; students came from Sri
Lanka, Albania, Russia, South
Africa, Iran, and Greece. With
us being completely online, we
were able to cast the net even
further–we had students from
Corinth, Cyprus and a couple
from India who joined us to
receive instruction.
After reopening the church in
June, we held a week-long Holy
Spirit meeting that coincided
with Pentecost. It was a great
start to what has been like a new
beginning since the lockdowns.
In Corinth, our church we

launched last year, is going from
strength to strength. The highlight
of the year was our back-to-school
outreach we held and blessed 30
families.
Our Farsi members are going
from strength to strength and have
outgrown the classroom they were
meeting in. They are now meeting
in the main sanctuary after the
morning service. There are also
25 members who join via Zoom
from Iran, Germany, Netherlands,
Turkey, and the rest of Greece. In
October 2021, we launched the
School of the Bible discipleship
course in Farsi, on Zoom, and
17 people from all these nations
signed up. The powerful thing that
is happening is that the students
in Iran are taking what they are
learning and teaching others as
they learn. It is still illegal to own
a Bible in Iran, and joining a class
like this is a risk for anyone who
does.
In France, we were not able to
gather for our monthly meetings
until November. Although we
were not able to meet live on the
ground, we were able to continue our weekly Bible Studies in
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French. Several nations joined us
for the weekly studies. We have
had a great response to our being
back on the ground live in Marseille and Paris every month.
Throughout Europe, we are
Teaching the Word, Doing the
Work, and Touching the World!
Our Facebook pages have grown
to over 60,000 followers; we have
ministry schools based in Greece,
Poland, and Germany, along
with churches and meetings in
many other nations. God is truly
working through KBM, and we
thank you, our partners, for your
generous support. Through prayer
and finances, this work is able to
be done, and the reward is to your
account too.

KBM Around the World

Belgium

Pastor & Mrs. Frank Amoako-Gympah

W

e are very grateful and thankful for Keith Butler Ministries (KBM),
especially in these times. We thank Bishop for his spiritual covering, care, and also financial support. One thing that has been a blessing to us personally as leaders is
the prayer calls on behalf of Bishop. They have been a source of strength and encouragement to us when
we needed the most uplifting to do the work in Brussels. We know that the prayers of KBM have had an
impact and been a back bone of strength to the whole church.
We are thankful to God that throughout the whole pandemic and lock-downs, the church in general
remained consistent, stable, and stayed connected, even after 18 months of having services and fellowship
online. Many have testified that this helped them to manage and maintain their spiritual strength and
walk in difficult times.
We pray that God continues to bless and use KBM in Europe and around the world where the Word of
God, the work, and the support it brings is needed the most. It makes all the difference.
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KBM Around the World

Poland

Pastors Ryszard & Dorota

T

he people living here who God has placed on our way, whom we
have contact with, have the need to be taught the Word of God and
they need the discipleship that we provide. We hold weekly Bible study
meetings where we minister the Word, prayer, healing, and whatever
they need. We also teach at the Pistis School of Ministry four times a
week.
We thank the service of Keith Butler Ministries and Bishop Butler
and his family, as well as all those who laid their hands to create new
schools, new churches, because thanks to your self-sacrificing heart,
God’s will can also take place here in Poland. We thank you and bless
you.
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KBM Around the World

Kenya

Pastor Jean Kinuthia

K

BM is an integral part
of the work going on in
Kenya. KBM is bringing
the Word of God to all corners of Through the training programs
the world, and Kenya has been a mentioned, Bishop Butler has
benefactor of this. Bishop Butensured that we have systems
ler’s programs that are running
and tools to bring the Word of
in Kenya, with his guidance and
God to our part of the world.
support, are:
The Word of God continues to
heal, deliver, protect and provide.
Pistis Bible Training Centre,
All Glory to God!
which started in 2015. A total of
88 men and women have been
In addition, in KBM we have an
trained in the Word and in min- excellent example set before us
istry to be a blessing where the
to follow. As KBM sows towards
Lord sends them.
the needs of others, we too have
done so. The Lord has put seed
The School of the Bible that start- in our hands and it has been
ed in 2019. A total of 181 laysuch a joy for us to sow bountipersons, both men and women,
fully, throughout the year, as the
have come in as students to be
Lord has instructed us to, includtaught the Word of God.
ing into the work at KBM. This
year, we again had the honor to
Faith4Life Church – Nairobi,
give Christmas hampers, packed
Kenya that started in March
with many essential food items,
2018. Approximately 90 families
to every person that works at
are in attendance. Our church
the Muthaiga Police Station, our
families continue to grow in the
local police station. They were
Word and God’s blessings.
overwhelmed by the love our
church shows them and we were
blessed to be able to share the
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gospel with them. We have also
been blessed to have the opportunity to honor a section of the
staff at the COVID-19 unit of
one of our hospitals.
Often, we talk about the frontline work of the ministry, but we
would like to recognize the behind the scenes support we have
from KBM. As a newer ministry,
we are learning and growing and
we are so thankful for the years
and experience that Bishop has.
Through KBM, we have been
able to draw on this experience
and receive God’s leading on
many situations. This has occurred through tips on how to
handle circumstances that we
have faced, sometimes tough
people situations etc. Whatever
the situation, we have had some
much needed help that is just a
text, an email, or call away.

and for the work here in Kenya.
We pray God’s reward over them
all. We are also very thankful
to God for the Word of the Lord
that Bishop ministers at the start
of every year that keeps us and
perfectly guides us throughout
the year. We have stronger families, marriages, children, homes
and finances as a result of the
working of this Word. We win
and have the victory!

A huge, huge blessing to the KBM
partners in Kenya is the KBM
prayer team. Their timely phone
calls to check on us have always
blessed us. Some calls came in
while loved ones were in the
hospital. Having them pray a
prayer of faith with us, helped
us to victory. For some, when
they really didn’t know what to
do about a particular situation, a
call from KBM offering prayer
helped them get God’s leading
on the matter. We are so grateful
for all the men and women who
give of themselves to pray for us
2021 KBM ACTIVITY REPORT • 9

KBM Around the World

South Africa

Min. Ncumisa Yekwa & Pastor Lizo Yekwa

K

BM has been a blessing
to South Africa and the
rest of Africa through the
introduction of Pistis School of
Ministry (PSOM) since 2007. The
introduction of PSOM has filled a
huge void in that there has been a
lot of traditional seminary schools
within South Africa and very
few pentecostal ministry training schools. Pentecostal ministry
training schools were few and
extremely expensive. Because of
this, very few people had access
to training in sound doctrine, and
others were trained in questionable doctrines. Some people just
went into ministry without any
training at all.
Lack of sound doctrinal training
led to the proliferation of churches
with no sound structure and/or
doctrine and thus, less effective
Christians emerged from them.
This was evident from those who
came to PSOM. From our point

of view as graduates of PSOM, the
impact has not only been positive
on our ministry life, but also on
our relationship with God. This
became evident on how we understood the Word, how we prayed
and how we approached and
conducted ministry. The categories
of students who came to PSOM
are those who have been pastoring
churches, those who have been in
the ministry of helps, and those
who did not have a clue of their
offices within the ministry.
In conclusion, PSOM continues
to deal with the proliferation of
incorrect doctrine and church
administration. It is important
to mention that PSOM has not
only positively impacted South
Africa, but also has impacted the
rest of Africa in that the students
who have been through PSOM
are from South Africa, Zimbabwe, Zambia, Lesotho, Botswana,
Liberia, Congo, Nigeria, Cameron
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and Uganda. The introduction of
the hybrid program of PSOM in
2021 has opened a door for those
who had an interest to undergo
the PSOM training but had secular
jobs, which adversely affected
their ability to attend. The hybrid
program has enabled people who
reside in the various provinces of
South Africa and other countries
of the world to undergo PSOM
without the need to physically
move to Pretoria, South Africa.
We continue to praise God and
appreciate Bishop Butler, Pastor
Deborah Butler and their partners
worldwide, for allowing PSOM to
come to Africa.

KBM Around the World

Canada

Pastors John & Cheryl Ward

A

nd he said unto them,
“Go ye into all the world,
and preach the gospel
to every creature” (Mark 16:15).
In 2004, Bishop Keith A. Butler
planted Word of Faith Toronto at the direction of the Lord.
Word of Faith Toronto has been
teaching the Word, doing the
work and touching the world
ever since. As a result of the seed
and continued ministry of KBM,
Word of Faith Toronto is a strong
church and a vital member of
our local community. Word of
Faith has Pistis School of Ministry,
Pistis Bible Training Centre (for
laypersons), children’s ministry,
youth ministry, music ministry,
Operation Blessing, Missions Out-

reach and so much more.
Since the pandemic began in
March of 2020, Word of Faith
has continued all operations
through internet live-streaming.
We have also followed the example of KBM by going out into
the community, providing fresh
groceries to those in need, and
continuing to meet the needs of
the people, as well as the pastoral
needs of our church. As a church,
we understand the power of
partnership and sowing as we
have been taught. During this
pandemic, partners of KBM in
Canada have sown more than
$70,000.00 into KBM to support
the overseas mission’s initiative.
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Each month KBM partners in
Canada receive a package of inspiration from KBM delivered to
their homes. On Missions Sunday, our church watches and is
encouraged by a video message
from Bishop Butler about what
KBM is doing around the world.
Word of Faith sows generously
into KBM and releases our faith
in what God is doing. We, as a
church, know that we are partners with KBM and are blessed
because of this partnership.

“

Go ye therefore, and teach all nations,
baptizing them in the name of he Father,
and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.
Teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you: and lo, I
am with you always, even unto the end of
the world. Amen.” Matthew 28:19-20
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KBM Around the World

Brazil

Pastors Stephen & Elizabeth Bell

B

razil is considered a
developing country
with a population of 213
million inhabitants; approximately 29.5% of this population lives in total poverty, are
unemployed, and lack basic
conditions of survival. This
has generated lots of violence,
rampant sexual abuse and
human trafficking among the
children caught up in poverty.
Despite these conditions, Evangelical Christianity in Brazil
has been in revival since 1970,
seeing a growth of over 30%
in just the last few decades,
but poverty is still on the rise.
There are people in dire need
of people willing to love them,
teach them the Word, and train
others for ministry. They also
need someone to help them
find their identity in Christ and
their assignments in these last
days. Thankfully this need is
being addressed and God has

saw fit to send help via ministries
like KBM.
We are glad to see God opening
doors after a time of prolonged
isolation due to COVID-19
restrictions. While transitioning
out of a phase of preparation
and training, we have continued
networking with individuals
and organizations in Campina
Grande and neighboring states
that are currently engaged in
ministry with the often forgotten
or ignored segment of society
that we believe we are called to
reach with the life transforming
love of Christ.
The prayers and support of KBM
have made it possible for us to
gain this valuable experience
and knowledge for which we are
eternally grateful.
We are currently praying and
scouting locations for a church
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location and space to utilize
for a Center of Operations to
impact the community with
the love, care and concern of
God and the life transforming, saving Grace of our Lord
and Savior Jesus!
Again, we cannot say enough
how we are extremely grateful
for the support and prayers of
KBM; we have been protected
and edified by the prayers of
the Saints!

Testimonies from the
Testimony from the Opundo family, KENYA
This year, 2021 is indeed a year of victory as God
promised, a year of win after win unto victory.
On New Year’s Eve 2020, we as family planned
to move the entire family to the UK. This plan
seemed daunting; how? Where is the money to do
so? And, also, my wife had been banned from UK
for 10 years, when we tried to do the same a few
years ago. The enemy put fear in our eyes, but we
decided to walk not by what we see. We held on
to the Word of God and started jumping over the
hurdles one by one. The Word of God in Proverbs
3:5-6 tells us “to trust in the Lord with all thine
heart and lean not unto thine own understanding,”
so that is what we did. My wife’s 10-year ban was
overruled through the working power of our Lord
Jesus Christ. We held on to the words in Isaiah
54:17. We also had to pass an exam in order to get
qualifications to work in the medical sector in the
UK. The Word of God promises that we can do
all things through Christ, so that hurdle was also
passed. At this point, our three children did not
have valid passports, but God blessed us with that
too.

how far God had brought us. Even though at times
we were disobedient and let doubt creep in, God
was gracious to nudge us back on track. This has
been a year of winning and victory and also a year
where obedience was key. When we did not obey
and decided to lean on our own understanding,
we fell into a mess. We would quickly turn back to
God and repent. He would bring to remembrance
what He had promised that we had let slip.

By August, we were sitting in the living room of
our house in Kent, England. Our children are in
school and my wife and I are both working. Look

Testimony from Alicja, POLAND
I am glad that I can participate in Pistis school.
Classes and topics are very interesting to me. I

God is faithful; He will never leave us nor forsake
us. We praise Him for the victories in our life and
how He has changed our lives.
Testimony from W. Weydson, BRAZIL
Hello everyone. I want to thank the Bishop Butler
for sending this couple, Stephen and Elizabeth, to
Campina Grande, particularly because I’ve been
learning a lot with their generosity, companionship and for expressing the Word of God in their
attitudes, and always showing us the right way.
Stephen and Elizabeth became a reference in everything they’ve been doing not only in Campina
Grande but also everywhere they go.
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NATIONS
rediscover things that I have not seen before or
that have not made such an impression on me
before. The sixth topic–finance–it was a surprise that you can, and even have to, teach such
a topic since it is missing in churches. But each
thematic block is well developed and interesting,
including the tests. It is a piece of good work.
My appreciation and thanks.
I am also pleased that the classes are held online, because I would definitely not decide to
go to a stationary school, due to lack of time,
and here the time is used to the maximum. I see
a huge plus here. The teachers–the Czaderna
Pastoral–they run the school very nicely and interestingly; they are also endowed with authority. They are very involved and complement each
other. Besides, I love them as brothers.
I don’t know what God is preparing us for yet,
but He certainly protects us–especially at this
time. Working with the Bible–a minimum 12
hours a week–brings results. Faith, trust, courage, and peace grows. I hope it is visible (because I do not always have the opportunity to
preach the full gospel, but I always sow “life” in
a few words). I thank God for this school and
bless everyone who contributed to its creation,
duration and development.

Testimony from V. Jaskaran, CANADA
Greetings in the Name of our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ. I just have to share this testimony
of healing of my acid reflux about six weeks ago.
I started having a burning in my stomach from
simple things like my morning coffee to orange
juice or anything I ate or drink so I researched the
symptoms and found out it could be too much acid
in my stomach. I started believing that my Healer,
Jehovah Rapha, Jesus Christ, has already healed
me from all sicknesses and diseases. I just have to
receive my healing! So, I started taking Holy Communion daily and praying and making confessions
over myself. Then I decided to call my doctor and
tell her about the symptoms I’m was having. She
prescribed an acid reflux pill by the name Famotidine 20 mg and advised me to take 1 before I eat or
drink anything. I started taking the pills, and after
two days, it helped. But I said to myself, “I’m not
taking anymore.” I continued with prayer and partaking of Holy Communion, and I never took any
more pills. Praise God– I’m now free of acid reflux
in Jesus’ mighty name, Amen. I have no more heart
burns, and I can eat all my favorite foods, drinks,
and hot pepper sauce.
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Keith Butler Ministries

Min. Andrea Simpson, Min. Pauline Gow & Mr. Gilbert Bailey

A

s we entered into 2021, armed with our word from Bishop
Butler that this was our YEAR OF WINNING AND VICTORY, we undauntedly continued to provide care for our
partners, despite the lingering COVID pandemic. In February, we
welcomed some of our faithful phone volunteers back to assist us
in our prayer call ministry to our partners. Slowly, but surely, they
returned, as faithful and anointed as ever. For the first three quarters
of the year, our seven faithful phone volunteers along with our staff
team, Pauline and Gilbert, prayed for our partners’ needs. Then,
in answer to prayer, the last quarter of the year saw the floodgates
opened and eight new volunteers signed up for training and service,
so we are entering into 2022 equipped and ready to minister to more
partners than ever!
Our KBM Partner Care team made 14,417 partner calls this year.
As well as our regular partner care calls, these calls included many
new partner calls, happy birthday calls, upcoming meeting information calls and calls to check on the well-being of our partners in
storm ravaged states. Connecting with our partners is our top priority in the KBM Activity Center and to hear them say “this is a right
on time call” confirms the importance of our prayer call ministry.
Of course, as much as we love praying for our partners, we truly are
blessed to hear their praise reports and we also received many of
those.
In true celebratory fashion, Gilbert again made sure our partners received their annual birthday calls and accompanying birthday cards
2021 KBM ACTIVITY REPORT • 16

and gifts. This is truly a highlight
in our partners’ lives–after all we
all want to be remembered and
celebrated on our special day!
We were so excited to have our
KBM table up and running this
year at our annual Convention.
It’s always wonderful to meet our
partners in person and put faces
to the names that we call. Our
partners came from near and far,
some as far away as Africa, and
what a blessing it was to hear
how much our prayer calls meant
to them. Of course, we also had
lots of free items to give away to
bless our partners and feed their
spirits.
Around the clock praying was
again a vital part of our year. In
our Winning and Victory Prayer
Assignment, we had a slew of
partners and volunteers who set
aside a time period each day to
pray for the points on our prayer
focus. We know and are assured

Global Partner Care
from the Word of God, that “the
effectual fervent prayer of a righteous man availeth much” (James
5:16, KJV).
For Keith Butler Ministries, the
work of the ministry never stops.
Bishop and Pastor Deborah are
touching the world with the
mandate that God has given
them to teach the Word and do
the work. However, they could
not do it without our partners
worldwide, and therefore, taking
care of their partners is of the
utmost importance to them.
We at Partner Care have the
privilege and honor of reaching
out to our partners on their
behalf, expressing their love,
care, and concern. That same
love is reciprocated in the many
expressions of gratitude from our
partners for the rich teaching
they receive that has changed
their lives tremendously. This is
the true essence of partnership.

Volunteer Testimonies
Knowing and understanding that there is great power
(dunamis) in unity, as a prayer warrior for Keith Butler Ministries, it gives me considerable pleasure to join my faith with
our partners. On several occasions, there have been times
when the Holy Spirit would have me to call a partner during
their most critical moment or hour, which demonstrated
the omniscience, love, and compassion of our God who not
only hears our spoken prayers, but also knows the intents
of our thoughts and hearts. Daily, I am reminded that being
led by the Holy Spirit is so critical to my assignment. I thank
God for giving me a desire to pray with, as well as stand for,
our fellow brothers and sisters in Christ, collectively fighting
the good fight of faith. Just as with any good soldier, I will
remain in position and follow my orders (Ephesians 6:12-18,
KJV). We know that in the end, we win! It is an honor and
privilege to serve in the army of the Lord! – Q. Woodson
I have volunteered with Keith Butler Ministries for almost
two years, and it truly has been a rewarding experience. I
have had the opportunity to call, listen to, and pray with
partners from around the world. I also get an extra bonus
when I reach someone that I have known for many of the 35
years I have been with the ministry. I have truly been blessed to be a part of the volunteer staff at KBM and look forward to continuing my volunteer service. – C. Jones
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Partners Together With
Him!

K

eith Butler Ministries (KBM) is working in places around
the world and the United States to plant schools of ministry or churches so that people can have the opportunity to hear and learn God’s Word. You may not be able to travel
to Africa, Brazil, or Greece, but when you partner with KBM it is
attributed to your account. Your prayers and financial support
allow us to do the work of the ministry that God has charged us
with in these last days–we are coworkers or partners together
with Him! Jesus is coming soon and we are a part of His end-time
mission team to preach and teach His Word so that people can
be saved. Our Lord is not willing that any should perish.

If you are a partner with Keith Butler Ministries, we sincerely
thank you for your continued prayers and financial support. If
you are not a partner with us, we invite you to join us. You are
sowing into good ground! You will receive a monthly eNewsletter and discounts on our books and messages. You will also
receive important updates from our ministry as they arise. Go
to keithbutler.org/partner to sign up or just scan the QR Code
below.

“Not because I desire a gift: but I desire fruit that may
abound to your account.” Philippians 4:17
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Registration for
the 2022-2023
School Year
Has Begun!
In 2021
Pistis School of Ministry
registered
171 Students
who attended from
13 Countries
including the
United States, Poland,
South Africa, Greece,
Kenya & Germany.
Graduates year
to date are
1,547.

Pistis is a two-year
comprehensive ministerial
training program that
is available online. If you
have a full-time ministry
call on your life and desire
ministerial training, then the
Pistis School of Ministry is
the right school for you. Our
training will give you the
necessary tools to succeed
in ministry.

Deadline to register:
July 29, 2022
The cost is $2,800.00/
year.

Classes begin August 27, 2022.
For more information, please pick up a
brochure in the literature rack or email us
at info@pistis.cc or
call us at 248.353.3476, ext. 346.
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